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TITLE SEQUENCE ‘LOST’ FADES IN FROM BLACK

Day 1

Int. Jungle- Day

The scene opens with a close up of a green 
eye. The pupil inside the eye dilates. The 
camera tilts to Jack’s point of view 
staring up into the tree canopies which are 
lit by the seeping sunlight piercing 
through the leaves. Cue the sound of birds. 
Amongst this sound Jack takes several deep 
panting breaths, his face in shock. Jack 
hears the slight echo of rustling leaves so 
he turns to his left and the shot becomes a 
point of view shot. Jack anticipates what 
he about to see when suddenly he encounters
the innocent, sandy coloured golden 
retriever, Vincent, Walt’s dog. Vincent 
pants and whimpers at Jack and then runs 
off into the distance. The camera follows 
Vincent as he runs steadfastly across the 
branches and leaves until he stops and 
through the bushes Vincent catches sight of 
Kate Austen. Kate sits up and rubs her 
forehead before noticing a set of handcuffs 
on the floor. Kate hears Vincent in the 
bushes, she turns to him but he has gone. 
The camera once again follows Vincent into 
the Jungle as he runs toward a new 
location. Vincent stops and looks around 
the deep Jungle where he sees a cage big 
enough for a dog. The cage is mangled and 
the door is off its hinge. Vincent pants 
and wags his tail



Int. Jungle- Night

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Vincent lapping up water from a small 
river. Vincent stops and trots away into 
the Jungle when suddenly his ears are 
alerted by the sound of moving trees. 
Vincent pants continuously as he awaits the 
arrival of something large through the 
clearing in front of him. Suddenly the 
eerie crackling sound of the Black Smoke 
becomes audible and Vincent barks twice 
into the camera which is at a point of view 
shot of the Black Smoke. Vincent runs into 
the Jungle and the camera (as the Black 
Smoke) follows him

Ext. Beach Camp- Night

The cut ends up on a close up of Jack and 
Kate, Kate is out of focus

Jack:
I don’t know your name

Kate:
I’m Kate

Jack:
Jack-

The two exchange smiles when suddenly there 
is a loud, metal-creaking, rumbling, quasi-
growling sound which appears to be coming 
from the mountains in the centre of the 
island. Jack and Kate turn and peer into 
the darkness



Int. Jungle- Night

The camera stays as a point of view shot of 
the Black Smoke and it follows Vincent 
through the Jungle. The camera collides 
with a tree and it is uprooted, then 
another is uprooted. Whilst this chase 
continues the Black Smoke continues to 
growl mechanically

Ext. Beach Camp- Night

The cut lands on Michael, Walt and Locke as 
they appear within the gathered group of 
Survivors all of which are staring out into 
the unfamiliar Jungle, following the 
howling noises. A howling sound that echoes 
into the night is heard. Sounds like 
growling and movement of trees falling 
continue onward as the Survivors 
simultaneous look toward their right, then 
their left following the crashing of trees. 
Jack steps forward beside Charlie and Sayid

Charlie:
Terrific-



Day 2

Ext. 2nd Crash Site- Day

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
Jack, Charlie and Kate approaching the 
camera through a clearing in the Jungle, 
where the trees thin out a bit. They stop 
and stare into the camera lens. The camera 
reverses to an over the shoulder shot from 
Jack, revealing the front of the plane laid 
out in front of them. Jack looks back at 
Charlie and Kate

Jack:
Well, let’s do this

Jack heads for the plane and Kate follows. 
Charlie lingers behind for a beat but his 
curiosity pushes him forward and he follows 
after Kate and Jack. The camera pans to the 
bushes just beside where Jack, Charlie and 
Kate had just stood deliberating what they 
saw before them. The camera zooms to a 
close up of Vincent, Vincent pants as he 
watches Jack, Kate and Charlie making their 
way into the plane. Vincent trots forward 
toward the front of the plane, sniffing the 
ground for scraps of whatever he can find. 
Vincent finds a briefcase beside a rock 
which looks odd as it is the only grey 
colour, besides the greyish suitcase, 
amongst the greenery. Vincent hears Kate 
scream from inside the plane, he reacts to 
the noise, turns to the plane and sees a 
dead body land on the grass from falling 
out of the cockpit at the top of the tilted 
plane front. 



Vincent pants momentarily before he trots 
further toward the front of the plane. 
Vincent comes across a photo of Steve and 
another man, Vincent sniffs the photo. At 
that moment a loud roar and howl echoes 
through the Jungle. The front of the plane 
creaks in its tilted position. Vincent ears 
respond to the noise and he watches a tree 
being uprooted. The sounds continue, edging 
closer, Vincent turns toward the bushes to 
catch sight of a large mass cloud of Black 
Smoke forming from out of the bushes. The 
large cloud of Black Smoke continues to 
“talk” its language as it sways around the 
front of plane as though it were a shark 
circling its pray

Int. Cockpit- Day

Kate and Jack kneel close to one another. 
Kate gasps continuously

Kate:
It’s right outside

Pilot:
What? What’s right outside?

Jack:
Ssshhhh-



Ext. 2nd Crash Site- Day

The cut lands on a medium shot of Vincent. 
Vincent looks up and follows the Black 
Smoke; Vincent catches a glimpse of Jack 
wiping the rain and precipitation off of a 
broken window in the cockpit. Vincent pants 
with excitement but smartly keeps quiet at 
the sight of the huge foe. Vincent growls 
viciously as the Black Smoke steadies 
itself beside the front of the plane, 
closer to the windows of the cockpit.
Vincent continues to look up and growl when 
suddenly he sees the pilot moving the 
branches and twigs out of the way of the 
plane windscreen. The Black Smoke reacts 
viciously and springs an “arm-like” rope up 
toward the pilot. The pilot is grappled by 
the “arm” and is yanked once which jogs the 
front of the plane. The Black Smoke 
screeches and yanks the pilot once more, 
this time bring him out of the cockpit. The 
Black Smoke’s “arm” slides the pilot down 
across the surface of the plane’s front 
until he hits a slice of glass and blood 
splatters up the window to which Kate’s 
scream is heard from inside the cockpit. 
The Black Smoke’s “arm” swings the pilot 
into the side of the plane and it rocks. 
Then the “arm” swings the pilot’s body into
the tree steadying the plane in a tilted 
position and the front of the plane crashes 
to the floor below. Vincent barks three 
times as the Black Smoke roars and howls

Charlie:
Hey!



Vincent turns to see Charlie face first in 
the mud, his foot tangled within roots and 
branches. Vincent edges forward a little
but then notices Jack helping Charlie up 
off of the floor

Jack:
Okay! Let’s Run! Come on!

Vincent backs away into the bushes and runs 
off

Day 4

Int. Jungle- Morning

Vincent munches on some grass from the tall 
grass around him when suddenly he turns to 
see Ethan Rom exiting the bushes beside 
him. Vincent barks once and Ethan is 
startled

Ethan:
Whoa, hey… doggy

Ethan paces up to Vincent as he stands 
surprisingly calm

Ethan:
What are you doing out here huh? Were you 

on that plane?

Vincent’s tail wags as Ethan kneels down to 
him

Ethan:
Good doggy, now this is mine and your 

secret okay me being out here



Ethan picks up a stick 

Ethan:
Go fetch!

Ethan throws the stick into the tall grass 
and Vincent runs after the stick. The 
camera follows Vincent in a tracking shot. 
Vincent picks up the stick and looks around 
for Ethan but he has gone. Vincent drops 
the stick and trots into the thin trees 
when suddenly he hears a high pitched 
whistle and his ear respond upward. Vincent 
wags his tail and pants at the sound of the 
whistle. Then there is another and one more 
after that. Vincent appears out of the 
bushes and Locke can be seen on the beach. 
Vincent runs to Locke and lies down on the 
sand beside him

Ext. Beach Camp- Morning

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
Michael; he has Vincent on a leash

Michael:
Hey boy, Walt’s been missing you so you 
need to give him the biggest hello ever 

okay

Silence

Michael:
Of course you won’t reply, you’re a dog



Walt walks among the wreckage looking sad 
and bored.  Walt looks out at the further 
Beach and he stops. Michael is seen walking 
toward Walt with Vincent on a leash. Walt 
smiles and starts running toward Vincent. 
Vincent starts running toward Walt pulling 
Michael along with him. Michael smiles as 
Walt hugs and pets Vincent

Day 10

Int. Beach Tree Line- Morning

The scene opens with a medium shot of Walt 
walking through the Jungle with Vincent on 
his leash. Vincent sniffs the ground whilst 
Walt looks around the Jungle

Walt:
I’m glad we’re here boy, Mr. Locke told me 

that this place is special you know

Vincent pants

Walt:
Mr. Locke is special too Vincent you know 

that right?

Vincent growls at the bushes as they 
rustle. Walt turns sharply to the bushes 
and Ethan appears in the scene. Walt steps 
backwards to Vincent

Ethan:
Hey you must be Walt

Walt:
Yeah who are you?



Ethan:
My name is Ethan; I was just out here 

picking some fruit

Walt:
What’s that?

Walt points to a small silver medical case 
in Ethan’s grasp

Ethan:
This? Oh this is something I picked up from 

the wreckage, you know the plane split 
apart and all our luggage rained down out 
here in the Jungle. I was just scavenging 

some stuff is all. You have a lovely dog by 
the way

Walt:
His name is Vincent

Ethan:
Hello Vincent and Hello Walt, I’ll be 

seeing you around then eh?

Walt:
Yeah see ya… um

Ethan:
Ethan, Ethan Rom

Walt:
Ethan, see ya

Ethan smiles at Vincent and then at Walt 
and he walks off back towards the Beach 
Camp. Walt kneels down to Vincent



Walt:
He was weird huh Vincent

Vincent licks Walt’s cheek and Walt stands. 
Walt wraps Vincent’s lead around his hand 
and walks off into the Deeper Jungle

Day 27

Int. Jungle- Day

Walt is walking through the Jungle, 
furiously, with Vincent on his leash. 
Vincent stops and Walt tugs the leash

Walt:
Come on Vincent

Vincent whimpers. The two continue to walk 
through the Jungle but Vincent growls 
deeply. Vincent barks and stops walking. 
Walt turns to check on Vincent. Vincent 
continues to bark. Leaves in the bushes 
rustle viciously. Walt looks but doesn’t 
see anything. Vincent barks violently. Walt 
can not control Vincent on his leash

Walt:
Vincent cut it out!

Vincent continues to bark and struggle 
against Walt

Walt:
Cut it out Vincent! What’s wrong?



Vincent breaks free of his leash and the 
camera tracks him as he disappears into the 
Jungle. Vincent can be seen running at a 
speed through the Jungle

Walt’s Voice:
Vincent! Vincent! Vincent!

Vincent comes into a clearing where a Polar 
Bear stands growling. Vincent barks twice. 
The Polar Bear runs at Vincent but Vincent
runs in the opposite direction and 
disappears into the Jungle

Int. Jungle- Night

The scene opens with a wide shot of Vincent 
trotting through the thin cluster of trees. 
At this moment Vincent looks up and catches 
Danielle carrying Claire in her arms. 
Vincent growls

Danielle:
Ssshhhh, they will hear you

Vincent turns to the Jungle and sees flame light 

Danielle:
They are coming

Vincent watches as Danielle stands with 
Claire unconscious in her grasp

Danielle:
Where is your beach? Take me to your people

Vincent runs off into the Jungle and 
Danielle follows



Day 28

Int. Jungle- Day

The scene opens with a medium shot of
Vincent as he watches Charlie and Jin 
through the bushes. Charlie seems to be 
rambling about random stuff whilst Jin 
continues to walk across the branches and 
twigs

Charlie:
How nice it must be to not be involved in 
the bloody insanity that surrounds us at 

every turn

Jin looks at Charlie

Charlie:
It's quite beautiful, really.  You take 
care of your wife; everything else is 
someone else's problem.  No need to be 

involved in the decision-making process.  
No tree-shaking behemoths, French 

transmissions, just sweet bloody ignorance

Vincent turns to the Jungle and sees Ethan. 
Ethan picks up a stone and launches it with 
a slingshot across the clearing. Vincent 
turns back to Jin and Charlie. The stone 
hits Jin and knocks him down. Charlie’s 
eyes widen, he looks around and catches 
sight of Ethan leaving the Jungle

Ethan:
Charlie, I want her back!



Vincent takes one look at the scenario and 
then he runs off into the Jungle in fright

Day 32

Ext. Beach Camp- Night

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Vincent barking. Walt stands in front of 
Vincent and comes into focus

Walt:
Vincent keep quiet

Walt has some inflammable items in his 
grasp. Walt lights them with a match and 
throws it onto the raft. The raft sets 
ablaze and Vincent growls at the sinister 
flames

Walt:
Come on boy let’s go

Walt grabs Vincent and they run away back 
to their tent. The camera pans into the 
Jungle where Locke stands watching the 
scene. Locke smiles



Day 44

Int. Caves

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
the Survivors. The camera closes in to a 
medium shot of Shannon and Vincent. Shannon 
strokes Vincent’s sandy coat of fur

Shannon:
Good dog-

Vincent whimpers and lays down

Shannon:
You want Walt huh?

Vincent whimpers again

Shannon:
He’ll be back soon, he’s gone to get us 
rescued, this is stupid talking to a dog 
but it actually helps, I know what it’s 
like for people to leave, Boone left and 
now Sayid is out in the Jungle somewhere

Shannon looks at Vincent and Vincent looks 
at Shannon. Shannon smiles



Day 48

Int. Jungle- Day- Raining

The scene opens with a wide angle shot from 
behind a bush of Shannon running across the 
twigs and branches with Vincent on his 
leash pulling her down the slippery slope. 
Behind the two Sayid can be seen chasing 
Shannon, then Shannon slips over and let’s 
Vincent go. The camera tracks Vincent as he 
runs into the bushes. At that moment 
Vincent turns to the left and his ears 
respond to a rustling sound. Through the 
rain a slither of Black Smoke soars passed 
the point of view shot and crackles as it 
does so

Walt:
Vincent-

Vincent turns to see Walt standing behind 
him

Walt:
Vincent-

The camera returns to Sayid and Shannon in 
the Jungle, they are embracing when all of 
a sudden whispers fill the surroundings

Whisper #1:
Shannon-

Whisper #2:
Shannon-



Whisper #3:
Love her-

Sayid and Shannon look around for the 
source of the whispering when suddenly 
Sayid notices Walt standing in the bushes. 
The camera cuts back to Vincent who growls 
at Walt, Walt turns away from Vincent. Walt 
holds his finger up to his mouth

Walt:
Ssshhhh

Shannon’s Voice:
Do you see him?

Vincent whimpers 

Shannon’s Voice:
Walt! Walt! Walt Wait!

Walt turns to Vincent and chases him into 
the Jungle. Vincent turns to his left and 
watches as Ana Lucia swings her gun around 
in defence from the Whispers. Vincent looks 
back but Walt has gone

Sayid’s Voice:
Shannon!

The Black Smoke soars swiftly passed Ana 
Lucia. Ana Lucia turns to the motion in the 
corner of her eye and she shoots. Vincent 
whimpers as Shannon looks down at the 
gunshot wound 

Sayid’s Voice:
Shannon?!



Shannon looks down at Vincent and then up 
at Ana. Vincent runs away into the Jungle 
as behind him Shannon can be seen 
collapsing into Sayid’s arms

Ext. Beach Camp- Day

The scene opens with a panning shot of 
Vincent lying down on the sand, panting as 
the light wind brushes against his fur. 
Then suddenly Vincent turns to see Michael 
coming across the beach. Vincent stands and 
runs swiftly over to Michael where he 
embraces his son’s dog

Day 52

Ext. Swan Hatch Door- Morning

The scene opens with a sharp bang as 
Michael swings open the Hatch door and 
(whilst carrying a rifle) he makes his way 
into the Jungle. Moments later as Michael 
walks at a pace across the branches and 
twigs Vincent appear out of the Jungle with 
a Virgin Mary Statue in his mouth. Michael 
stops still and lowers his rifle as he 
kneels

Michael:
Hey boy I’m going to get him back okay

Vincent drops the statue and barks

Michael:
No buddy I can’t bring you with me

Vincent whimpers



Michael:
You stay here, you’ll be safe here

Vincent licks Michael’s cheek

Michael:
I will get him back boy, I will get my son 

back no matter what it takes

Day 54

Ext. Beach Camp- Day

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
Ana Lucia sitting alone on the beach beside 
the water. In this shot Vincent becomes 
focus and he trots down to Ana Lucia

Ana Lucia:
Hey there dog-

Vincent wags his tail

Ana Lucia:
I ain’t got anything for you to play with 

sorry

Vincent lies down beside Ana and she 
strokes him

Ana Lucia:
You know, I don’t think anyone on this 

Beach likes me much, I mean why would they? 
I shot that girl and I don’t give off the 

best impression as it is do I?

Vincent pants



Ana Lucia:
Now the Doc wants me to help him raise an 
army, I dunno whether I’m cut out for it

Vincent looks up at Ana Lucia as she 
strokes his fur

Day 57

Int. Flower Garden- Day

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Vincent trotting through the bushes. 
Vincent appears from the bushes and 
startles Sun. Sun smiles at Vincent and 
Vincent re-enters the bushes. Rain begins 
to pour down, Vincent whimpers for a moment 
until Sun’s screams ring out and Vincent 
turns to see Sun being dragged by Charlie 
across the grass. Charlie holds up one of 
his hands momentarily as soon as he spots 
Vincent and he mimes the word “Ssshhhh”. 
Vincent barks once and Charlie let’s go of 
Sun and scampers off into the Jungle. 
Vincent chases after Charlie but comes to a 
clearing in the bushes and sees nothing



Day 62

Int. Jungle- Day

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Vincent trotting through the Jungle and 
sniffing the floor preferably for Walt. 
Vincent whimpers twice and then hears the 
sound of a bell. Vincent growls and follows 
the noise into the bushes. Vincent stops 
when he comes face to face with Mikhail’s 
cat Nadia. Vincent barks and Nadia scampers 
off out into a clearing. Vincent follows 
Nadia into the clearing and stops again;
the camera tilts up as a point of view shot 
to show the Flame Station House with two 
cattle by the side of the house. Vincent 
trots carefully up the pathway until he 
gets closer to the house. Vincent peers 
through the slightly open door and sees 
Mikhail pacing the living area with a 
walkie talkie to his ear

Ms. Klugh’s Voice:
It’s a bad situation Mikhail

Mikhail:
I know but if it’s what Ben wanted then he 

obviously was told to do this by Jacob

Ms. Klugh’s Voice:
Well we have Michael and I’m going to let 

him have three minutes, hopefully that will 
be enough to persuade him to get Ben back

Mikhail:
Just pray that he does it Bea



Ms. Klugh’s Voice:
Trust me Mikhail I can make this work, see 

you soon

Mikhail:
Goodbye Bea-

Vincent barks once and Mikhail turns to him

Mikhail:
What? Where did you come from?

Vincent barks

Mikhail:
You must be the kid’s dog no? Get out of 

here!

Mikhail picks up his rifle and aims it at 
Vincent, Vincent runs

Mikhail’s Voice:
Don’t come back you mangy mutt

The camera tracks Vincent as he runs into 
the Jungle

Day 63

Ext. Jacob’s Cabin- Day

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Vincent leaving the bushes and coming face 
to face with Jacob’s run down Cabin. 
Vincent trots toward the Cabin door and 
hears a cough from inside. Vincent nudges 
the door open with his nose and he enters 
the Cabin



Int. Jacob’s Cabin- Day

The door slams shut behind Vincent, Vincent 
is jarred by this and he barks

Jacob’s Voice:
Don’t bark Vincent

Vincent turns around and catches sight of 
Jacob sitting in his rocking chair

Jacob:
What are you doing this far out in the 

Jungle?

Vincent barks

Jacob:
You’re looking for the boy aren’t you?

Vincent barks again

Jacob:
Don’t bark at me mutt

Vincent whimpers and catches sight of a 
painting of a dog resting up against the 
wall

Jacob:
Ah, he was a lovely dog, just like you

Vincent looks at the painting and sniffs it

Jacob:
I need you to do something for me boy

Vincent turns to Jacob



Jacob:
You know what I want

Day 67

Ext. Capsule Dump Field- Day

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
the Capsule Dump Field where Jack, Kate, 
Sawyer, Hurley and Michael can be seen. In 
the background Walt appears through the 
bushes, watching his fellow Survivors with 
caution. Vincent pants and prepares to trot 
over to his Survivors when all of a sudden 
he sees a slither of Black Smoke pass by 
the tree line. Vincent growls momentarily 
before whispers begin

Whisper #1:
They’re here-

Whisper #2:
Elizabeth-

The camera cuts to Sawyer as he is shot 
with a paralysing dart

Kate:
Sawyer!

The camera returns to Vincent, Vincent 
looks out into the Jungle as a few raggedly 
clothed Others appear, one being a black 
lady with a head-bag in her grasp

Jack’s Voice:
Run!



Vincent turns to Jack as he and Kate 
scatter across the field leaving Hurley 
with Michael. Hurley covers his head with 
his arms and he cowers

Michael:
No! Wait! Stop!

Vincent watches as Kate is shot in the back 
with a dart and she collapses to the floor. 
Jack turns to the bushes, aims his gun and 
fires randomly into the bushes. Vincent 
watches as an Other is stricken by a bullet 
and falls

Other #1:
Ken is down!

Vincent looks back as Hurley looks around 
his surroundings then he focuses on Michael

Hurley:
Dude stop them!

Michael:
I’m sorry Hurley

Hurley spots an Other making his way toward 
him with a bamboo dart shooter held to his 
mouth. Hurley’s eyes widen until Vincent 
appears out of the bushes and he leaps on 
the Other

Michael:
Vincent no!

Vincent barks twice at the Other, the Other 
pushes Vincent back



Michael:
Leave him alone!

The Other aims his dart shooter at Hurley 
and shoots him in the leg. Hurley collapses 
to the floor. Vincent barks rapidly as 
Others appear from the Jungle. Michael runs 
to Vincent

Michael:
Vincent run! Go! Go run!

Vincent licks Michael’s cheek and then runs 
off into the bushes

Tom’s Voice:
Someone catch that god damn dog!

Michael:
No leave him alone!

The camera tracks Vincent into the Jungle
as he runs passed the Bamboo Thickets and 
bushes

Int. Jungle- Day

Vincent continues to run through the 
Jungle, away from the hostage scene. At 
that exact moment the ground rumbles. 
Vincent stops and barks viciously at the 
rumbling floor, then suddenly… silence and 
moments after a sudden clanking and 
crashing sound of the electromagnetic 
explosion. Vincent looks up to the sky as 
the sky lightens a bright lilac and white 
colour. Vincent whimpers and trots forward 
where he catches sight of Locke being 



thrown out of the explosion. Then to 
Locke’s right Mr. Eko rolls across the 
grass. Vincent, still in pain from the loud 
noise which engulfs the Jungle, trots 
toward the implosion scene when suddenly a 
Polar Bear comes out of the Jungle, roaring 
with pain. Vincent backs away and runs into 
the Jungle

Day 73

Ext. Beach Camp- Night

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
Vincent trotting across the sand to a small 
wood fire where Charlie sits alone. Vincent 
whines and rests beside Charlie

Charlie:
Hey Vincent-

Vincent pants

Charlie:
I won’t be here much longer boy, not after 

what Des told me anyway, I mean I know 
everyone has a destiny but I didn’t think 
mine would be to die. Eko already died out 
there in the Jungle; do you think that is 

gonna happen to me?

Vincent whimpers

Charlie:
You’re right, you’re a dog, you don’t 

understand

Vincent barks



Charlie:
Okay boy I didn’t mean that of course you 

understand, why would a dog bring me drugs, 
were you tempting me or forcing me to get 
rid of em? I wonder… anyways Claire is 

gonna be wondering where I am, I’ll catch 
you later

Charlie gets up and leaves Vincent on the 
Beach

Int. Jungle- Night

Vincent trots through the bushes when he 
sees Walt standing before him

Walt:
Vincent-

Vincent pants and wags his tail happily

Walt:
This way-

Vincent follows Walt into the Jungle, 
appears in a clearing and sees the tilted 
Dharma Van. Walt appears from nowhere and 
smiles at Vincent

Walt:
We all need a bit of faith boy, he needs it 

most



Day 81

Int. Jungle- Morning

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Vincent lapping up water from a small river 
running through the Jungle. Vincent’s ears 
respond to voices coming from the Jungle 
behind him

Paulo’s Voice:
Come on Nikki just tell me

Nikki’s Voice:
Na Uh, it’s a surprise, we’re almost there

Vincent trots over to the bushes and peers 
though, Vincent catches sight of Nikki and 
Paulo situated in the centre of a small 
clearing

Nikki:
Okay you ready?

Nikki turns to Paulo

Paulo:
Yeah-

Nikki:
I found the diamonds Paulo

Paulo:
What? Where?

Nikki:
Right here



Paulo reacts with an acted confusion; he 
looks around the floor below his feet

Nikki:
Give em to me

Paulo:
What are you talking about?

Nikki:
What am I talking about? [Withdraws 

Nicotine Packet] What’s this? Your Nicotine 
Gum? You wanted to stop looking for the bag 

because you’d already found it

The camera cuts to a close up of Vincent; 
Vincent decides to leave the situation 
until he hears a slight screeched “Ouch” 
from Paulo. Vincent looks back through the 
bushes as Paulo collapses to the grass and 
Nikki smiles as she finishes her faded out 
sentence

Nikki:
…Hearing it beat. You won’t be able to move 
a muscle so I’ll be able to do all sorts of 
nasty things to you, and since it bit you 
on the neck I’d say paralysis will happen 

fast [Giggles]



The camera cuts back to Vincent, Vincent 
pants continuously and then from a point of 
view shot we see Nikki throwing Paulo’s 
shoe into the bush. The camera reverts to 
focus on Vincent, Vincent just watches 
Nikki but then Vincent sees a slither of 
Black Smoke soar behind Nikki, Vincent 
whimpers and then notice an “army” of 
medusa spiders marching toward Nikki. 
Vincent runs off into the Jungle and leaves 
the situation to unfold

Day 91

Int. Jungle- Day

Vincent pounces on a frog but it manages to 
escape so Vincent continues to follow it 
down toward the small river in the Jungle. 
At that moment and foot steps down and 
Vincent looks up to find Locke standing 
tall with his dad Cooper blindfolded. Locke 
has his dad tied by his hands, he grasps 
the rope tightly

Locke:
Hello Vincent

Vincent pants

Locke:
I need to find Sawyer, you seen him?

Vincent barks 

Locke:
Course you can’t answer me



Cooper:
John please what are you doing with me?

Locke:
You’ll see soon enough

Locke smiles at Vincent and leaves the 
scene with Cooper. Vincent watches them 
pass

Day 96

Ext. The Barracks- Morning

Vincent returns to Steve with a tennis ball 
in his mouth

Steve:
Good boy Vincent, nice fetch

Vincent drops the ball at Steve’s feet. 
Steve sits down and leans on his knees with 
his arms. Vincent sits beside Steve and 
Steve strokes Vincent

Steve:
It don’t look good boy, I just overheard 

Jack talking to Kate

Vincent pants

Steve:
I feel sorry for Sun, she’s ill you know

Vincent whimpers



Steve:
I don’t like this place either, this place 
belongs to them and they killed Scott, well 

Ethan did… you know I hope we get home 
soon, I gotta tell Scott’s sister what 

happened; doesn’t it feel strange that no 
one knows we’re here, no one knows what 
happened, Shannon’s family doesn’t know 
that her and Boone are dead unless you 

count the fact that we died in the plane 
crash according to that Naomi chick… 
anyways boy, I’ll keep you safe until 

Michael comes back with help, I trust him

Steve smiles at Vincent, Vincent pants with 
happiness

Day 101

Ext. Barracks Dock- Day

The scene opens with a wide shot of Kate 
standing on the Dock staring out into the 
ocean. At that moment Vincent’s tennis ball 
rolls down beside Kate’s feet. Kate looks 
down and then behind her as Vincent appears 
looking for his ball

Kate:
Hey Vincent

Kate kneels down, hands Vincent his ball 
and strokes his sandy coat



Kate:
You know what, it seems funny talking to 

you but Shannon told me that it helped her 
for a while anyway; I’m scared, if I’m 
pregnant then I might not see the next 

month out even if we’re still here I mean

Vincent drops the tennis ball and whimpers

Kate:
It’s like you understand but I know you 

don’t, still it’s good to talk

Steve appears from the bushes

Steve:
There you are Vincent, annoying Kate are 

we?

Kate:
No, he’s fine Scott

Steve:
It’s Steve, Scott’s dead

Kate:
Ah right, I always get confused

Kate picks up Vincent’s tennis ball again 
and she hands it to Steve

Steve:
Thanks… um hey do you know what Jack’s 

planning?

Kate:
I don’t even think Jack knows what he’s 

doing



Steve:
Hasn’t it been a few days now since Sawyer 

and that woman made contact?

Kate:
They should be here by now

Steve:
I’d look it up with Jack if I was you, 

maybe something went wrong

Kate:
Okay, see you

Steve and Vincent disappear into the bushes 
and leaves Kate at the Dock

Day 106

Ext. The Barracks- Day

Vincent watches as Desmond places his right 
hand on Claire’s left shoulder. The 
Survivors gather 

Claire:
Desmond you’re scaring me what happened?

Desmond:
Charlie died saving my life Claire

Claire:
What?!

Claire almost collapses. Steve shakes his 
head and lowers it in sadness. Vincent 
whimpers



Claire:
No!

Desmond comforts Claire

Desmond:
I’m so sorry Claire

Jack approaches Claire and Desmond and he 
helps Claire stand

Claire:
No! Why do you let him go down there Jack?! 

Why did you let him?!

Claire breaks down into tears and Jack 
comforts her with a hug. Jack looks at 
Desmond in the eyes; Desmond lowers his 
head in shame

Day 112

Int. Jungle- Day

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
Jack and the Survivors as they make their 
way through the Jungle. Steve has Vincent 
on his leash whilst he walks beside Hurley

Steve:
Why did Sayid stay behind? I don’t get it

Hurley:
Sayid’s a brave man, man

Steve:
Yeah I know he used to be a Soldier but 

he’s in there with that thing



Hurley:
We can’t look back on things that have 

happened Scott-

Steve:
Steve-

Hurley:
Steve… I mean, when Charlie died… when I 
found out about it I thought why didn’t I 
go with them maybe I could’ve stopped it

but the truth is, Locke is right… we can’t 
change our destiny, we were brought here 

for a reason… don’t you think?

Vincent breaks away from his leash and he 
runs into the Jungle

Steve:
Hold that thought Hurley I’ll be right back

The camera tracks Vincent through the 
bushes as he comes to a clearing, the Ext. 
of Jacob’s Cabin. Steve appears from out of 
the bushes and his eyes widen

Steve:
Vincent what is that place?

Vincent trots up to the Cabin

Steve:
Vincent no!



Steve chases after Vincent; he slips and 
pushes the door open. Steve looks in at the 
mangy Cabin interior and his eyes widen

Steve:
What the-

A jar of red liquid soars across the room 
and smashes on the wall beside Steve’s 
face. Steve jumps back and shuts the door. 
Steve puts Vincent back on his leash and 
runs off back toward the group with Vincent

Day 115

Int. Jungle- Day 

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
the inner Jungle. Michael can be seen 
walking Vincent whilst Danielle walks 
beside him with a rifle in her grasp

Danielle:
Your boy, do you think you’ll get him back?

Michael:
I hope so

Danielle:
I know how you feel having had them kidnap 

my daughter

Michael:
I’m glad you got her back; they told me you 

got her back

Danielle:
I did have-



Vincent barks twice and then from out of 
the bushes Walt appears, he starts to 
hyperventilate. The camera closes in on 
Jack’s shocked face, then Ben’s, then 
Kate’s, then Sawyer’s and then Michael’s as 
he stares with sheer expression

Michael:
Walt-

Walt:
Dad-

Walt collapses into the grassy floor and 
Vincent prepares to run to his aid but he 
stops

Michael:
Walt!

Michael runs to his son’s aid as The 
Survivors and The Others murmur amongst 
themselves. Michael kneels down to Walt and 
rolls him onto his back. Jack drops his 
rucksack to the floor and he runs to the 
situation. Vincent whimpers

Michael:
Walt! Walt!

Jack:
Michael stand back [Kneels]

Michael:
Walt!

Jack:
Michael-



Michael:
He’s my son! Jack he’s my son!

Michael backs away a little and his 
comforted by Vincent who sits panting 
beside him whilst Jack checks Walt’s 
breathing and his pulse. Vincent whimpers

Jack:
He’s okay, he’s just fainted we have to 

keep him hydrated

Vincent lowers his head as he watches Jack 
resting Walt in a safer position

Day 116

Ext. Jungle Lake- Morning

The scene opens with Walt and Vincent 
running alongside the edge of the Lake. The 
Black Smoke hovers above the Lake whilst 
Michael splashes around in the water

Walt:
Dad!

Michael:
Walt run!

The Black Smoke sways down toward Michael 
and it crackles as though it’s taking 
flashes. Michael stares into the Black 
Smoke as the camera passes through the 
Smoke showing flashes of images, the same 
as what happened to Mr. Eko the first time 
he confronted the Black Smoke



Walt:
Dad! No leave him alone!

The Black Smoke turns sharply toward Walt 
and it crackles evilly. Michael watches it 
from in the water. Vincent barks viciously 
at The Black Smoke as it moves closer to 
Walt

Walt:
Just go away!

Walt closes his eyes and a ripple runs 
through the water, it seems as though time 
slows down and the water rises slowly, the 
Black Smoke screeches painfully and soars 
off into the Jungle. Walt opens his eyes 
and Vincent looks up and whimpers at Walt’s 
shocked reaction



Day 117

Ext. The Black Rock- Dusk

Vincent follows Hurley into the bushes as 
behind him we see Jack and the armed 
Survivors begin to corner Annie and her men

Walt:
Come on Vincent, they’ll be fine

Vincent follows Walt and Hurley into the 
bushes but he tails behind them. Moments 
later as Hurley continues to lead the 
remaining Survivors and Others through the 
Jungle; Vincent turns and sees Desmond and 
Locke making their way toward The Black 
Rock. Vincent follows after Locke. Vincent 
appears at the ships exterior and hears 
talking from inside. Vincent sees a hole in 
the side of the ship and he peers in. 
Vincent watches the scene, the camera 
becomes a point of view shot. Desmond backs 
away across the room and he almost falls 
backwards over a box of dynamites

Desmond:
How many bullets you got left brother?

Locke:
One and one is enough to finish this

Desmond:
Maybe so but do you really believe you can 

go back to them now?



Locke:
Who Jack? I don’t need them; I’m on my own 

mission now

Desmond:
A mission of destruction

Locke:
I was giving this gift as you were your 

haunted visions and you used them to hurt

Desmond:
I was getting it wrong brother

Locke:
What do you mean?

Desmond:
Charlie wasn’t suppose to die brother it 
was me I kept seeing but I saw Charlie in 
my place because he was meant to be judged 
and Jin, I was suppose to die in his place 
but again I saw him die each time because 

he was being judged, I don’t get what 
happened to me brother but I don’t want it, 
I don’t want this burden as I’m sure you 

won’t want yours

Locke:
I’ve done what I had to, to survive and you 

know it

Alex appears in the doorway, Vincent’s 
point of view shot turns to her shocked 
face at the sight of Locke aiming his gun 
at Desmond



Desmond:
You’re foolish brother I’m not afraid to 

die, I’ve seen it

Locke:
I’m not afraid either Desmond

Alex:
Locke!

Locke turns to Alex. Desmond moves in and 
grapples Locke’s hand, the two struggle for 
the gun but as soon as Locke continues to 
hold his grip on the weapon he aims it at a 
box of dynamites

Locke:
You ready… “Brother”

Vincent backs away out of the hole and runs 
into the bushes as BANG! The Black Rock 
explodes. Vincent is thrown across the 
floor and he screeches in pain, the screech 
is followed by a set of whimpers. The 
explosion rocks the Jungle and parts of the 
ship land around Vincent. The camera closes 
in slowly to a close up of Vincent, lying 
on the floor… motionless

BLACKOUT: LOST


